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ABSTRACT
Program budgeting is described as a means of enabling

higher education to respond effectively to three major accountability,
concerns. They are (ty the long-term financial implications, of
particular,programmatic or policy decision, (2) determination of Alat
is being paid for, and (3) understanding that the price being paid

for a program is reasonable. A.Program ClaSsification Structure (PCS).

is described which facilitates the concept's of program budgeting. PCS
provides cost centers -for the preliminary and support activities of
an institution. tf an institution determines the cost of instruction
in each discipline, degree prOgram costs may be obtained by allowing
the dollars to flow from the discfpline cost centers to the various
degree.program,cost centers in proportion to the flow of credit hours
from disciplines to degree programs. Prograi output indicators and
information eichange procedures are also used, as-mre_student flow
models that project enrollments by majo.r,,and by student-level within
the institution. Using a program budget, decision makers can compare
the costs of various alternatives and weigh these, costs against Oeir
anticipated benefits. 1LBH)
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TECHNIQUES IN `TH USE 'OF ,S1STEMS A7ND BUDGETING 3IETIIODOLV4 1 :

A CONCEPTUAL . V,EIVIEVir

By Ben Cawrence

been-emp oyed.by budgeterny years. Today, how-
ever, we a c concerned with the ne vc stems techniques

nand the nev concepts of systems ana ysis relatIZto budge-
ping in higher education.

First, it\ is necessary to state fe r the record that the
practical utility of the new manage 111 ent systems concepts
has yet to be \ established. It is true that we have some
Theoretical understanding of what they can do for us. It is
also true that sufficient pilot testing an41 pragmatic applica-
tions indicate that these concepts hold significant promise.

' of utility. But there has not been, as yet, a significant,
widespread application of management systems concepts
from which we can draw the conclusion that they ale
useful. .

- Second, we may reasonably expect a significant, wide-
-..--spread application of these concepts in the next two years

and,conclusive evidence of their utility. For purposes of
this discussion, however, we are concerned with the pofen-
tial or probable usefulness of these concepts as opposed
to their proven usefulness.

A commonly used umbrella term to cover all the new
conceptual approaches to systematic budgeting is "pro-
gram budgeting." While advocates of program budgeting
push dfferent approaches and claim many virtues, this
particular concept holds the promise of enabling higher
education to respond effectively to three major. accounta-

'bilRY concerns:
-1-)--What are the loniterm financial implications of

a particular fkogranunatic or policy decision? Program
budgeting concepts generally attempt to array 'program-
raatic and lintinA informati;iitin a way that,indicates the
long -term consequences of cl particular budgeting decision.
For example, if we add a nev/ department this,year at
level of ,operation X and at a cost of Y dollars col at--ik

the projected level of operation and anticipated costs three----
years hence?
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. -Or if I employ twenty new faculty this year at an
mcreasp in the 'salary budget of X dollars, what is likely

-,--to -be; the dollar effect 'on the salary budget five years
hence;? .

*-------.. 0

,10r, .conversely (if I am trying to reduce bildgeting
size /, if I reduce or eliminate program X this year, what
Mill' be the overall - affect on my budget for each of the

.neit several years? .,-
t2) How can we get an understanding of what we

arle-paying for? The activities and products of higher edu-
colon are-scr-nungrottPas to be bewildering to the person
altempting to undersland it. _Program budgeting Concepts
generally, try to develop programmatic structures that per:
lit the aggregation of small activities intolarger homo-

cgencous programs aimed at -the stated objectives..of the
nstitution. Thefrgorpose of this aggregation is to com-

municate quickly what dollars are being used for in a pro-f
gram ise, as opposed to a resource sense.

3 How do we know that the price we are paying
for that program is reasonable? Could the same program
be produced for less money? This concern is at the same
time more prevalent and more vexing than the other two
combined, for "worth" is something that almost everyone
is interested in, yet it is extremely difficult to establish with
precision in higher education.

Program budgeting concepts generally attempt to do
three things to assist in evaluating worth:

(a) To produce compatible unit cost information to
make comparisons of specific productS and their costs
reasonable as well as possible.
(Li) To relate resources used torograi outputs so
that alternate use of the resources may b considered
to produce either the same, outputs 'at I( ss total cost
or more preferred outputs at the same c t.

P

Xen :Lawrence is till Associate Director of the
Westmi Interstate Commission forllighei Edu-
cation and Director of du Nationaol Ctlikr for
Highei Education Management Systems at
WICHE Dr. Lawrence received his B.A from
Whitman College, a Diploma in Education from:
the pinsersity of.London, and M.Ed and Ph.D,
degrees from the University WOregon.
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To undertake cost-benefit analysis, that is, an
example of the worth of the output prvduced not only
relates tits costs to-produee, but also related to its
worth or milli) to the purchaser after production. A
bachelor's degree in history may Lost S 10.00tt.pro-
duce. Is a bachelor's degree in history worth that.
or less, or Inv it is worth what it costs or more.
then .presun bly it will generate sufficient produe-
mit), to pu Nei into the system the cost of the
original investment plus ink ri:st and inflation. If it
is not worth what it cost, filen the original investment
will eVentually he eroded ans-I. the production protess
will face bany-uptcy.

SELECTION OF PMS TOOLS
TO GATHER HISTORICAL INFORMATION
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DATA ELEMENT DICTIO&YARY I'
While program budgeting concepts -one poition it

planning. programming:- and budgeting s) stemsare cer-
- tainly systems' concepts. more detailed- systems techniques

are need:,I, if these concepts are to become operational.
It is..easy to talk about unit costs for comparison. but it is
much more difficult to produce them. The NCEIEMS
Program Classification Structure isspecifieally designed to
facilitate the concepts of program budgeting as previously
outlined.

The new systems tools and techniques fall into two
general categories: I) those that are used to gather
torical data, and 2) those that use the historical data as a
point of departure to project future costs and assist in
snaking judgments about alternate tutors.: operations. Fig-
ure display4 some of thes tools concerned with data
collection.

Thii'i9tv Planning and Management Systems .
4
- I he PC S provides Cott centers for the' preliminaey
slIpport activities of an institution. It may be 'viewed

at, a common filing structure to which various kinds of data
may he attaened the PCS Lost centers in the instructiuflal
area consist of a list.ot disciplines that correspond to the

. reporting ciitegoves required,,by Higher Education
Oeneral Information Survey i HEC,IS), Institutional data

(
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may be translalted,into the NCHEMS PCS in preparation
for reporting to the USOE through HEGIS.

If an institution determines the cost of instruction in
each discipline. degree program costs may be obtained by
allowing the dollars to flow front the discipline cost, enters
to the- carious degree program Lost centers in proportion
to the flow of credit hours from disciplines to degree pro-
grams. For example, the -history discipline costs would
flow proportionally to e.te. legree program as students
from the various degree programs take credits in the

history discipline. It support costs'were prevAsly allo-
cated to the disciplines, these costs Would also fhw to the
degree program cost centers along with the direct instruc-
dorm' co! is and would be calcula as part of the Altai
cost of each degree program. .

Two additional areas of concern are pr'ogilim otitput
indicators and information exchange pro4luro. Ir&ost.-
benefit analysis is to 12e appiiid to an institutioigood'pro-,
grain output indicators are necelsap.- Likewise. costing
and output studies must be.tperCorined under precisely the
same. sot of procedures if infefrmatiod exchange is: to have°'any villidity. Botl of these ,}yeas are receiving a great

o deal of attention :(nd will continue to be researched over
the nest few. year --

Once an institution Wows its current program costs
'and outputs, it has a base which to plan for future
operations. (See Figure 2,J arious alternative plans can .
be developed that will lead the it stitution toward its objec-
titeUtudent flow models and re ource requirements <pre-
dation models can be very helpful 't this point in evaluat-
ing various plans and in predicting tL- long-range resource
requirements that are being committed by cur rent decisions.

SELECTION OF PMS.TOOLS FOR PROJECTION AND PLANNING

STmUaDtENTE:11-
INSTITUTIONAL

FLOW
suCuOLASTTION-

PROGRAM._
BUDGET -----).-

PREPARATION

TRADITIONAL

BUDGET
PREPARATION

DECISION
MAKING

EXECUTION

Student flow models may be used to project student
enrollments by major and by student level within the insti-
tution. This is valuable intormation that serves as a prin-
cipal input to a resource requirements prediction model.
NICEMS resource requirements prediction models. use
student enrollments and planning parameters related to
faculty, classes. support staff. supplies and equipment. etc...
to forecast in a program budget format the resources re-
quired when the institution is operated in aeeordanCe with
a variety of alternative plans.

Using a program budget. decision makers an com-
pare the costs of calms alto natiL Ls and weigh ,the. e costs
agatrit them ,ifittelpated benefits. In addition. PMS ools
may he used to generate a traditional budget that will shlw
the flow tit resources to various departments as requires

3-
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to implement a desired set of rains. Thus, PMS tools
are able to generate prugrarnobil4ets for program decision
making and d'adnional -line -item budgets for 'Program
execution.

rmAr. 3

STUDENT FLOW FOR TYPE A MA.10Re.

YEAR 1 YEAR 2 YEAR 3 YEAR 4

1

OUT A 04)

OUT 8113>

CUT C 116)

OUT 0 18) '

A. student flow model may take different forms. The
NCHEMS model uses transitional probabilities to forecast

-,"%..r"r the flog of 'students between majors from one year to the
next. In Figure 3, one hundred type A majors enter the
institution in Year One. During. Year One. percent
leave the ,instiiution. Of those students who remain,- sixty
percent continue as type A *Ors in Year Two; ten per-
,ettnt switchNo type B_inajors; end thirty percerit switchoto
type C. This same cycle repeats-epeatS itSerthrough Year Four.
producing, in this example, thirty-four type Mgraduates;
thirteen type B'graduates; sixteen type C graduates; and
eight type D graduates.

01Aously. good predictions,from this model are de-
pendent on valid and reliable transition probabilities. Tests
have been completed that demonstrate the advantage of
this approach in forecasting student flow. NCHEMS. in
cooperation with pilot:institutions:is researching various
methods of developing and using student flow models.

INOVCED
COURSE 'LOAD

MATRIX

AVERAGE
STUDENT MAJOR

H1
PROGRAMS

B C

Ulm

2

- 3
a.

ce

4

1 16 15 14 15

A great advantage of the tye of *dent flow model
shown above is its .The flow of 'various student
categories (male. female, minority) may be examined Indi-
vidually. The attrition rate, of different majors may be
compared. The effect yf ehanginve admission policies re-
lated to certain types of students can be examined and
analyzed. Through the use of student flow model. the,

4

educator can understand better what is happening to dif-
ferent group,, of students as they pass' through his institu-
tion. This improvd understanding can lead to efforts to

.sha e the institution to offer the best possible service to
va 'oils categories of stdderits.

le of the foundation -blocks of a resource regOire-
ments prediction model is an Induced Course Load Matrix
(ICLM). This matrix displays the load induced in each
discipline or department by an average major of each type.
The Induced Course Lead Matrix displayed in Figure 4
shows the number of credit hours in each discipline or
department taken by the avixage student enrolled'in each
of the 'degree 13rograms- of the institution. For example,
the average type A major can be expected to take 6.
credit hOurs in Discipline One, 4.3 credit hours in Disci-
pline Two, 2.6 credit hours in Discipline Three, and 3.0
credit, hours in Discipline Four. If one hundred type A
majors are admitted to the institution, it can be readily
ascertained that the' load Induced on Discipline One will
be 611) credit hours; the resulting load in Discipline Two
vile be 4.so credit hours, and so forth. Thus, any given

"se, of enrollment projections may, be multiplied down
through-the Induced Course Load Matrix to determine thee
total estimated credit hour load that will be demanded of
each of the disciplines or departmeim in the institution.

COST
SIMULATION

MODELS

PROJECTED
ENROLLMENTS-.-- --

BY MAJOR

DEPARTMENT
PLANNING PARAMETERS

AVERAGE SECTION SIZE
FACULTY WORK LOADS
SALARY SCHEDULES
FACULTY RANK MIX
SUPPORT STAFF RATIOSF- EXPENSE FORMULAS

INSTRUCTIONAL COST
PER

DEPARTMENT
oR

DISCIPLINE ,

UNIT COSTS
!By CREDIT HOUR AND

CONTACT HOUR) .

fr

When the projected enrollments have bean: multiplied'
through the Induced Course Load Matrix, the predicted .
credit hour demand in each discipline or department in-
duced by each type of major is known. (See Figure 5.),
Summing across the matrix containing the credit hour

-.loads induced by each' type of major gives the total credit
hours that a department must produce. Varioa.: planning
parameters-may then be used-to describe how each _depart-.
ment's instructiOnaLLunction will be operated. Paramekrs-
such as average section size, faculty ouk load. salary
schedules, support staff ratios, and expense formulas" have
substantial resource impliations2 Once the department
planning parameters are established and the student enroll-
merits are known. the projected department costs calcu-
lated. .The cost per credit hour may then he derived Ify
dividing the total instructional cost of each department by

AticitisT, 1972



the total credit hours to be produced. Coat comparisons
between departments arc 1,ery difficult, at beat. bccauae of
different departmental roles and .missions, howeAcr,
cost comparisons are &ailed, they arc most appropriately
ma& using cost per crelt hour tine contact hour), since
this eliminates be effect of size difference between
departments.

Haying determined the instructional cost for each
department. a resource requirements prediction model will
proceed to distribute those depart meat costs to the various
degree programs in direct proportion to the number,of
credithours drawn from each departnwnt by each degree
program. The workload induced in 'a gixen department
by majors in a specific typ, of programs represents a per-
centage of the total workload of that department, as shown
in Figure 6. If the percentages for each department are
added horizontally, they will equal one hundred percent.
Each percentage will represent a degree program's contri-
bution to the total workload of a particular department.

43, The instructional costs of each department may be dis-
tribUted across the vari6us programs in accordance with
the derived percentages and placed in another matrix; The
cost of each degree program is calculated by summing all
the dollars in a column of this final m9trix. Thus, the cost
of the degree program A is obtained/by summing all the
dollars in column A. The annual cost per major is a
useful unit for comparing degrc program ;:ei,:s and is

_obtained by dividing the total cost of uegrce program
by the

4. COST SIMULATION/MODELS
HOWEV.:!HEY WORK?

.PHASE uI
4 '
PROGRAM. PROGRAMS

A 8 C A 8 C

S

S,S'51
s

-St I

1.-,s1s;sds

COST PER PRoGAAm

I 1
ANNUAL COST PER MAJOR

entire lew ut rcsoure requirements prediction
models can be expanded from two dimensions to four
dimensions. The expanded model jiandles student let
withm4 degree programs dower diisisin.' upper d
and graduate). and different instruction heels ' ter

vim d,kt 1,1,,n, and graduate ). Sue an expanded
mud provides costs for each discipline iffertmt Icsels
of instruction and for each degree program Micron
levels of student major.

A program budget caibe constructed in .4 4. aricty of
formats: however, there are certain kinds of iniormatiob

that will almost always be. included. Figure 7 displays the
direct inst. uctional costs_ for the history degree program at
lower skision.,upper ditliiotl, and paduate levels. The
total direct 411WLILAIOnal cost is a result of the annual cost
per major and the anticipated number of majors.' If these
numbers are accurate, the tot.Il direct cost is. an inexitable
consequence. _thus. any negotiation or justification per-
taining to a program budget must ceniet on the number
of students to be admitted and the annual cult per major.

WHAT DOES A PROGRAM BUDGET LOOK LIKE?

INSTRUCTIONAL

PROGRAMS

4
LOW8 DIVISION
UPPERVVISION

GRADUATE

DEPARTMENT PLANNING
PARAMETER INFORMATION

ANTICIPATED I

ANNUAL COST
TTOTAL DIRECT

NUMBER OF INSTRUCTIONAL

STUDENT VAJOCKI
PER MAJOR

COSTS

2243

91

I

166

AVERAGE JEcT4ON SIZE
FACULTY WORK LOADS

S'039 044

203 656
119.419

FACULTY PRODUCTIVITY RATIOS
SALARY AND WAGE 'SCHEDULES
=X OF FACULTY RANKS
RATIO OF SUPPORT STAFF TO FACULTY
ExPENserosmous

The number of students may be set by policy, or if not
limited, predicted by a student floiLinodeL.T.be_annual
cost per Major is a consequence of planning parameter
decisions (displayed as hack -up information in a, program
budget). Once it is determined what the average section
size, faculty work load, salary schedule, expense formulas,
etc., will be, and the number of :students is known, the
annual cost per ma* and total cost of. each degree pro-
gram are calculated by means of a resource requirements
prediction model. *lien kit'costs4used to prepare a pro-
gram budget are deeMed reasonable and valid yet not
enough funds are avaihble for all desirable lirbarams.
institutional.priorities must be established. The anticipated

,
outputs or benefits of the Vail MIS programs must he com-
pared and weighed against costs in order to establish Which
programs will be dinkished or nourished.

program budget is not a panacea. It cannot be
expected to make decision making easier. Rather, it dis-
plays resourcie* requirements in relation to output- generat-
ing programs and provides greater insight ieto what we
are buying with our edueltional expenditures.

Output accounting is an essential, complement to
program accounting and program budgeting. The Re-
search and Development Unit at NCH MS is currently
exploring tilt. area of output accounting. An attempt is
bet I. made to establish a list of katiables (related to in- 4:47,1;

structioh, research, community sLo, Ice. and the institutional .

emironment ) Which, It measured. ssould protide com-
prchsnsire profile of the institution and its outcomes, Only
through trying a wide 1..iricty of approaches in pilot in,ti
tout ns will we be able to increase our understanding of
what is possible. feasible. and desirable insofar .h institu-
tional outptit accounting is concerned. In this ;ilea. it is

certainly tru.s, that progress will Lome shit+, I and in small

5
increments.
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